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A

Algorithms
- for approximate string matching, construction, 64, 100
- deterministic, for solution of Byzantine generals problem, 64, 23
- fast parallel, -solvable problems, taxonomy, 64, 2
- fast triangulation of simple polygons, 64, 52
- optimal parallel, for string matching, 67, 144
- parallel linear, application to string matching, 67, 91
- two-way random-tape, lack for polynomial deterministic space simulation of probabilistic space, 67, 158

Alternation
- with restrictions on looping, 67, 2

Announcements
- call for papers
  - Canadian Artificial Intelligence Conference, Montreal, May 1986, 66, 204
  - Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 1986, 66, 205

Area
- maximum edge length trade-off for VLSI layout, 66, 45

Automata
- finite
  - complexity, non-uniform measures, uniform characterizations, 67, 53
  - multihead, characterizations, 67, 114
  - pushdown, see Pushdown automata
- theory, problem complexity investigation, 66, 163

Axiomatization
- numerical dependencies, 65, 1

Axioms
- complete systems for theory of communicating sequential processes, 64, 136

B

Boolean circuits
- complexity, non-uniform measures, uniform characterizations, 67, 53

Boolean functions
- nondegenerate and monotone non-degenerate, critical complexity, 67, 212

C

\(-\)-Calculus
- model, powerposet expansion to, 66, 138
- typed, logical relations, 65, 85

Classification
- problems solvable with fast parallel algorithms, 64, 2

Commands
- guarded, fair termination: proof rule, 66, 83

Communicating sequential processes (CSP)
- theory, complete axiom systems, 64, 136

Completeness
- in nonlinear time models, proof with separation theorem, 66, 177
- relative, Hoare's logic, 66, 29

Completion
- rewrite system, semantic methods, 65, 182

1 Boldface number indicates appropriate volume; lightface number indicates pagination.
Complexity
  computational, equivalence problems, for commutative grammars, 66, 103
  critical, of (monotone) Boolean functions and monotone graph properties, 67, 212
  cubical graphs, 66, 53
  non-uniform measures, uniform characterizations, 67, 53
  problems from theory of automata, 66, 163
  space, and pseudorandom number generation, 64, 43
Computation
  with rewrite systems, 65, 122
Confluence
  rewrite system, semantic test methods, 65, 182
Correctness
  formulas, and equivalence problem, for simple loop programs, 65, 18

D

Data structures
  dynamic, method for performing queries in, 64, 77
  implicit, for dictionaries containing weighted elements, 66, 61
Definability
  by deterministic and non-deterministic programs: applications to first-order dynamic logic, 65, 98
Dictionaries
  containing weighted elements: implicit data structures, 66, 61
Domains
  Scott, and synchronization trees and metric spaces, relationships, 66, 6
Dynamic logic
  first-order, applications of definability by deterministic and non-deterministic programs, 65, 98
  propositional, flowcharts, 64, 119

E

Edge length
  maximum, and area, trade-off for VLSI layout, 66, 45

Elements
  weighted, in dictionaries: implicit data structures, 66, 61
Embedding
  countable distributive lattices in polynomial time degree intervals, 65, 63
Equations
  Diophantine, linear: lower time bounds for testing solvability, 67, 195
Equivalence problems
  computational complexity, for commutative grammars, 66, 103
  and correctness formulas, for simple loop programs, 65, 18
Expressive power
  future perfect, in temporal logics, 67, 23

F

Flowcharts
  propositional dynamic logic, 64, 119
Formulas
  correctness, and equivalence problem, for simple loop programs, 65, 18

G

Grammars
  commutative, computational complexity of equivalence problems, 66, 103
  context-free, complexity, non-uniform measures, uniform characterizations, 67, 53
Graphs
  cubical, complexity, 66, 53
  k-page, unraveling, 66, 1
  monotone, properties, critical complexity computation, 67, 212
  VLSI layout: area-maximum edge length trade-off, 66, 45

I

Instructions
  primitive conditional, in simple loop programs, translation, 65, 42
Intervals
  polynomial time degree, embedding of countable distributive lattices, 65, 63
Irreducibility
  Hilbert, effective version of theorem, proof and application, 66, 123
Languages
context-free and pushdown automaton-accepted, fast recognition, 67, 12
Hoare's logic, relative completeness, 66, 29
Lattices
countable distributive, embedding in polynomial time degree intervals, 65, 63
Logic
dynamic, see Dynamic logic
with fixed-point or iterative-fixed-point operator, zero-one law extension to, 67, 70
Hoare's, relative completeness, 66, 29
temporal, future perfect expressive power, 67, 23
Logical relations
typed $\lambda$-calculus, 65, 85
Looping
restrictions, in alternating Turing machines, 67, 2
Machines
Turing, see Turing machines
Metric spaces
and Scott domains and synchronization trees, relationships, 66, 6
Models
$\lambda$-calculus, powerposet expansion to, 66, 138
parallel computational, lower time bounds for solving linear Diophantine equations on, 67, 195
time, see Time models
Normalization
numerical dependencies, 65, 1
Numerical dependencies
normalization and axiomatization, 65, 1
Operators
fixed-point or iterative-fixed-point, containing logic, zero-one law extension to, 67, 70
Polygons
simple, fast triangulation: algorithm construction and applications, 64, 52
Polynomial time degrees
intervals, embedding of countable distributive lattices, 65, 63
Powerposets
preliminary notions, definition, properties, generalization, and expansion to $\lambda$-calculus model, 66, 138
Problems
Byzantine generals, solution with deterministic algorithm, 64, 23
equivalence, see Equivalence problems
solvable with fast parallel algorithms, taxonomy, 64, 2
from theory of automata, complexity, 66, 163
Programs
deterministic and non-deterministic, definability: applications to first-order dynamic logic, 65, 98
loop, simple
equivalence problem and correctness formulas, 65, 18
with primitive conditional statements, translation, 65, 42
Pseudorandom numbers
generation, and space complexity, 64, 43
Pushdown automata
accepted and context-free languages, fast recognition, 67, 12
restricted classes, space- and time-efficient simulations by Turing machines, 67, 126
Queries
dynamic data structure, methodology, 64, 77
Recognition
fast, context-free and pushdown automaton-accepted languages, 67, 12
Rewrite systems
  confluence test and completion, semantic methods, 65, 182
  use in computation, 65, 122
Rules
  proof, for fair termination of guarded commands, 66, 83

Search operations
  localized, AVL-trees for, 67, 173
Search operations
  localized, AVL-trees for, 67, 173
Semantics
  rewrite system confluence test and completion method, 65, 182
  simple loop programs, over different sets of primitive instructions, 65, 18, 42
Separation
  in nonlinear time models, 66, 177
Sets
  sparse, in NP-P: EXPTIME versus NEXPTIME, 65, 158
Simulations
  polynomial deterministic space, of probabilistic space, lack of two-way random-tape algorithm for, 67, 158
  real-time, symmetrical one-dimensional cellular spaces, 67, 163
  Turing machine, space- and time-efficient: restricted classes of pushdown automata, 67, 126
Space
  cellular, one-dimensional, real-time simulation, 67, 163
  probabilistic, polynomial deterministic space simulation, lack of two-way random-tape algorithm for, 67, 158
String matching
  approximate, algorithm construction, 64, 100
  parallel algorithms for, 67, 91, 144
Synchronization
  trees, and Scott domains and metric spaces, relationships, 66, 6
Termination
  fair, guarded commands: proof rule, 66, 83
Theorems
  Hilbert irreducibility, effective version, proof and application, 66, 123
  separation, for proving completeness in nonlinear time models, 66, 177
Time bounds
  lower, for solving linear Diophantine equations on parallel computational models, 67, 195
Time models
  nonlinear, completeness, proof with separation theorem, 66, 177
Translation
  simple loop programs with primitive conditional statements, 65, 42
Trees
  AVL-, for localized search, 67, 173
  synchronization, and Scott domains and metric spaces, relationships, 66, 6
Triangulation
  fast, simple polygons: algorithm construction and applications, 64, 52
Turing machines
  alternating, with restrictions on looping, 67, 2
  space- and time-efficient simulations: restricted classes of pushdown automata, 67, 126
Unraveling
  k-page graphs, 66, 1

Very-large-scale integrated circuitry
  layout: area-maximum edge length trade-off, 66, 45
VLSI, see Very-large-scale integrated circuitry

Zero-one law
  extension to logic with fixed-point or iterative-fixed-point operator, 67, 70
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